Loss of Liquid Lithium Coolant in an Accident in a DONES Test Cell Facility
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Abstract: A Demo-Oriented early NEutron Source (DONES) facility for material irradiation with nuclear is currently being designed. DONES aims to produce neutrons with fusion-relevant spectrum and fluence by means of D–Li stripping reactions occurring between a deuteron beam impacting a stable liquid lithium flowing film implementing the target. Given the hazard constituted by the liquid lithium inventory and the potential risk of reactions with water, air, and concrete eventually resulting in fire events, the Target Test Cell (TTC) is filled with helium and the reinforced concrete walls forming the bio-shield are covered with steel liners. A loss of Li in TTC, due to a large break in the Quench Tank, is postulated, and consequences are deterministically studied. With the TTC liner being water-cooled, the impact of the liner temperature rise following a leakage event is evaluated. Two separate MELCOR code models have been defined for the liquid lithium loop and water-cooled loop and are numerically coupled. The amount of leaked inventory dependent on the implemented safety logic and impact on TTC containment is evaluated. The water pressurization pattern within the liner cooling loop is studied to highlight possible risks of lithium–water/concrete reactions.
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1. Introduction

Special materials able to withstand outstanding neutronic loads will be required for the exploitation of nuclear fusion energy. However, there is limited experience relating to materials exposed to such load conditions. In particular, in-vessel components will be subject to thermal and neutron loads with energy up to around 14.1 MeV and fluence leading to 5–15 displacements per atom (dpa) [1,2] in the irradiated components (first wall, divertor) able to alter their structural and functional behavior.

The IFMIF-DONES (International Fusion Material Irradiation Facility-DEMO Oriented NEutron Source) facility for material irradiation is currently being designed within the EUROfusion programme [3] to fill this knowledge gap in view of a DEMOnstration fusion power plant expected for the mid-2040s [4]. DONES achieves the production of neutrons with fusion–relevant spectrum and fluence through D–Li stripping reactions occurring between a 125 mA and 40 MeV deuteron beam impacting a stable liquid lithium flowing film implementing the target.

A safety analyses campaign [5] is ongoing within the DONES project to assess the DONES system ability to handle any abnormal event ensuring safe conditions for workers and the population. To reach the goal, a selection of the analyses has been done using the FMECA plan and FMEAs studies.

As part of the conceptual design, a selection of accident events has been studied deterministically for lithium systems and or the test systems interface either by MELCOR code [6] or RELAP code [7].

The exploitation of liquid lithium within the facility constitutes a hazard with potential risk of reactions with air, water, and concrete, eventually resulting in fire events [8].
Therefore, great attention has been paid to the DONES design to avoid any direct contact between reactants (air, water, concrete) such as the use of an inert atmosphere (helium, argon) or double-stage heat removal systems lithium–oil/oil–water. Safety mitigation provisions are also in place to prevent the possible reaction of lithium and the reinforced concrete TC walls forming the bio shield. In particular, all TC is covered by a steel liner layer to prevent liquid lithium–concrete reactions in the case of a loss of liquid lithium in an accident. Despite such provisions, deterministically assessing the consequences of possible accidents is of paramount importance in the early phases of the design to identify safety concerns. Assessments have been performed in the past for other test facilities exploiting liquid lithium [9,10]. Therefore, a preliminary analysis on the consequences of postulating fire events in the DONES lithium system has also been performed [11].

In the present analysis, a loss of Li in TTC (LTTC1 Postulated Initiating Event) due to large break in the Quench Tank is postulated and consequences deterministically studied with MELCOR [12–14]. In particular, the amount of leaked inventory and its impact on TTC containment and the atmosphere is evaluated. The TTC liner is cooled by a cooling water loop, and the effect of the temperature rise due to leaked lithium inventory on the liner floor and underlying cooling lines is evaluated. To overcome the MELCOR limitation for two cooling fluids contemporary usage, two different MELCOR models have been defined for the liquid lithium loop and water-cooled loop and are numerically coupled by means of external data exchange for interfacing heat structures. Possible water pressurization within the cooling loop has been studied.

2. Materials and Methods

2.1. System Description

The DONES facility is composed of three main systems (Figure 1) and several auxiliary systems [3]. The accelerator system is in charge of accelerating and focusing deuterons ions into a beam with a 125 mA current and 40 MeV energy. The beam flies within a vacuum conduit entering the Test Cell within a beam duct until a vacuum chamber (Figure 2) where it impacts the lithium film to have D-Li striping reactions and produces fusion-spectra neutrons [15]. A backplate (BP) is placed between the lithium film and the High Flux Testing Module [16]. The lithium system [17] main lithium loop provides liquid lithium flowing film for striping reactions. The lithium main loop is composed of the Target Assembly (TA) [18] located in the TC, which in turn is composed of pipework leading the lithium to the vacuum chamber area where the thin liquid lithium film is created by means of a flow straighter and reducing nozzle (ST-NZ). Below the target area where the beam impacts the lithium film, lithium is collected in a quench tank (QT) before exiting the TC towards the lithium system room. In order to obtain liquid lithium film, specific velocity/mass flow rate and thermodynamic conditions need to be maintained in the loop. This task is in charge of the part of the lithium main loop located in the lithium room. In particular, lithium flow is provided by an Electromagnetic Pump (EMP) and is measured by an EM flow meter. A Dump Tank (DT) collecting lithium at shutdown is also located therein. The Lithium System (LS) includes three main systems; a Heat Removal System (HRS) is deployed in two rooms housing the main Li loop. Beam heat deposited on the lithium film is exhausted within a primary Heat Exchanger (HX) exploiting a secondary oil loop to prevent lithium–water reactions and is located in the lithium main room. In turn, heat transferred to the oil secondary loop is transferred to a tertiary water loop located in a separate room, considered out of scope. The TC Atmosphere [19] is He at a pressure of 20 kPa, with a free volume of 47.1 m$^3$. The Lithium System (LS) [17] is Ar buffered during normal operation and is slightly depressurized ($-140$ Pa) with respect to standard atmospheric pressure.
2.2. Accident Specification for the LTTC1 Event

Accident Analysis Specifications for the accident have been developed to define the analysis scope, methodology, and expected goal. The PIE event considered is LTTC1 Loss of Li in TTC due to a large break in the Quench Tank. The transient sequence initiated by the rupture in the lithium loop running inside the TTC induces the release of liquid metal into the TTC. The TTC atmosphere is filled with inert (Helium) gas and kept at “sub-atmospheric/or slight” pressure; then, no Li-air reaction occurs. Nevertheless, the rupture of the QT induces the release of a large amount of hot lithium in the TTC floor. A liner is foreseen to prevent contact between Li and the concrete elements (e.g., water humidity and air). Under the liner, incorporated in the concrete structure, a water-cooling circuit is
foreseen to prevent heat-up of the TTC during the facility operations. The release of the large Li mass over the liner will start the heat exchanging between the hot lithium and the cold TTC structures. Over-heating and over-pressurization of the water cooling could occur, impairing the cooling loop integrity. The objective of the analysis is to study over-pressurization of the TTC volume because of the heating of the He gas contained inside the TTC, the over-heating of the TTC structures (liner and concrete), and the over-heating and over-pressurization of the TTC water cooling system.

Note that no Loss of Off-Site power is assumed to co-occur in the selected initiating event. As safety mitigation system assumptions, the EMP stop and BEAM shutdown have been assumed. The beam power switches off and EMP fully stops after 0.1 s and 5 s from the event detection, respectively. The accelerator beam duct is isolated from the target after beam shutdown. Note that in compliance with diversity criterion for safety important classified detection systems, several accident condition detection systems are currently being considered in design (e.g., QT level, pressure in selected volumes, etc.) and are expected to have different detection times depending on the accident.

No valves for the lithium main loop isolation are foreseen, so in order to investigate the possibility of reducing the lithium leaked inventory, the exploitation of a dump tank (normally used to store lithium during loop maintenance or off-line operation) to be opened as a consequence mitigation solution is still under discussion.

2.3. Simulation Models and Approaches

MELCOR is a code originally developed for the safety analysis of light water fission reactors. Over the past twenty years, a series of modifications have been implemented to account for nuclear fusion–relevant phenomena [12,13,20,21]. This new MELCOR version validated against available fusion experimental data or benchmarked against validated codes [22–25] has become a reference code for safety analysis in nuclear fusion studies. It has also been adopted for accident analyses exploited for licensing purposes in fusion facilities, the most representative example being ITER [13,26].

More recently, the MELCOR Fusion adapted version 1.8.6—2017 computer code [12] has been exploited for the analysis of integrated HTS containment as part of preliminary safety assessments in pre-conceptual designs of European DEMO concepts [27–30] as well as in Korean DEMO [31]. Being able to model phenomena relevant for fusion safety applications such as radionuclide transport (e.g., tritiated water) in the presence of a variety of cooling fluids (helium, water, liquid metals) as well as pressure conditions (e.g., vacuum), the MELCOR code has been considered for deterministic safety analyses aimed at the licensing of the DONES plant [5,6], showing good agreement with RELAP5 results [7,32,33].

Considering thermal–hydraulic analyses performed within the DONES/IFMIF facilities context, most of the studies have focused on CFD modeling of liquid lithium target with a focus on correctly modeling phenomena such as liquid metal flow, free surface flow under vacuum [34–37] or specific effects resulting from beam/target interactions [38]. This is justified by the many requirements for facility operation relying on the specific conditions that the flowing liquid lithium film will stably achieve. The present application assesses the impact on the containment of a liquid lithium large spillage event. Therefore, despite that liquid metal flow and free surface flow under vacuum are relevant phenomena to reproduce a steady-state regime before the postulated initiating event, the focus is on the heat transfer phenomena occurring at the lithium/liner (Figure 3) and liner/cooling pipe (Figure 4) interfaces.
The MELCOR code has been reputed to be suitable for the present application modeling purpose. In fact, the MELCOR fusion version when lithium is selected as a working fluid includes in the model the thermodynamic and transport properties of lithium other than lithium/air reactions possibly occurring after spills events [10]. In particular, the Equation of State (EOS) was modified to integrate the liquid lithium properties from [39], extrapolation below the triple point, and film formation on cold structures. Refer to [40] for further details on numerical models. These modifications were validated by using Hanford Engineering Development Laboratory (HEDL) experimental data [41,42] as a benchmark.
An additional feature available in MELCOR fusion exploited in the present analysis is the user-defined function FUN1 to model direct heat transfer (radiation and conduction) between heat structures. Heat power exchanged across heat structures is equal to

\[
Q = S \cdot \left( f \cdot \frac{k_s}{dx} \right) (T_1 - T_2) + (1 - f) \cdot \varepsilon \cdot \sigma \cdot (T_1^4 - T_2^4) \quad [W]
\]

with S surface of heat exchange across structures, \(T_1\) and \(T_2\) are the considered heat structure surface temperatures, \(f\) is the fraction of such surfaces in conductive contact, \(\varepsilon\) is emissivity, the Stefan-Boltzmann constant is \(\sigma\), \(dx\) is the distance across a solid, and \(k_s\) is the thermal conductivity. In the present analysis, the DBA version of the MELCOR code has been used.

Unfortunately, the current MELCOR version does not allow for contemporary usage of two cooling fluids such as lithium (used in the LS main loop) and water (used in TC-WCS). Therefore, to have a preliminary study providing future reference for the upcoming Melcor-TMAP integrated version able to treat multiple fluids [42], the exploited approach was:

1. Implement a MELCOR input deck to estimate the leaked lithium inventory, modeling TC, TA, and LS systems and using lithium as a working fluid.
2. Implement a separate MELCOR model including the TC and TC-WCS systems to simulate TC wall cooling and using water as a working fluid.
3. Implement a numerical coupling of the two models running in parallel and exchanging respective boundary conditions relative to the TC floor liner as an interfacing heat structure of interest.

Details about the MELCOR model nodalization and coupling approach are provided in the following subsections.

2.3.1. Nodalization of TC and LS with the Lithium Working Fluid

With reference to Figure 2, the first implemented model considered TC and TCLIC rooms with a Helium atmosphere and LS main loop room filled with an Argon atmosphere. As outlined in (Figure 3), the adopted nodalization includes a TC room, TA volumes, LS main loop volumes, beam duct (0.8 m\(^3\)), vacuum chamber (0.36 m\(^3\)), and some service volumes such as the environment or vacuum supply volume.

The main lithium loop has a total inventory (Table 1) of 7.4 m\(^3\) of lithium in the liquid phase at 523.15 K, set as the working fluid for the MELCOR code. The loop initially contains an argon atmosphere; then, the vacuum is pumped at start-up and EMP is started. After start-up, the loop reaches a reference operative parameter, i.e.; 49.8 kg/s of lithium mass flow rate, 1.43 m liquid level within QT. Then, the beam is operated and injects 5.6 W power into the lithium film, increasing the liquid lithium temperature from 523.15 K at the HX outlet to 546.15 K within QT. Note that for comparability’s sake and whenever possible, the same CV names and safety logic were used as in [6]. The break was assumed to occur at the bottom of the QT in correspondence with the QT outlet flange. The break area was assumed to be the outlet pipe section (0.0314 m\(^2\)), assumed to open at t = 1000 s after a stationary operation period. Figure 3 also shows the considered heat structure general scheme and heat transfer coupling phenomena. Each CV within the main lithium loop was provided with heat structures representing stainless steel piping or component walls. Pipes were covered with 0.04 m of MICROTERM® pipe-insulating material (shown in Figure 3 with a yellow contour) to reduce lithium loop heat losses towards the room atmosphere in the TC and lithium area. A set of additional structures representing TC structures were also defined. In particular, BF and HFTM structures (made of Eurofer) and TA and TC support structures (made of Stainless Steel) and assumed to be in thermal conductivity with the liner floor. LSP Cladding acting as a TC ceiling and HTFM module were helium-cooled. Since the helium cooling loop is not considered within scope, those HSs were modeled as boundary condition structures with a fixed temperature. Test cell heat structure details
are reported in Table 2. Convective and radiative heat exchange between heat structures and the surrounding atmosphere was considered. A conductive coupling was considered across selected structures (as shown in Figure 3) and modeled using MELCOR FUN1. Two heat structures modeled the TC lateral wall, one upstream target plane with respect to the beam source and one downstream. This choice was made to account for different nuclear heating and decay heat conditions [43,44] in the two zones.

Table 1. Lithium inventory. * DT volume is empty during operation.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Lithium Inventory</th>
<th>Description</th>
<th>Length [m]</th>
<th>Vol [m³]</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Pipe LS—TLIC</td>
<td>14.7</td>
<td>0.27</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Pipe LS—EMP outlet</td>
<td>13.1</td>
<td>0.24</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Pipe LS—HX outlet</td>
<td>17.7</td>
<td>0.33</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Pipe LS outlet—TLIC</td>
<td>17.6</td>
<td>0.33</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Pipe LS—TLIC-LSRoom</td>
<td>8.4</td>
<td>0.16</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Piping primary loop</td>
<td>ST-NZ Inlet Fixed pipe</td>
<td>5.8</td>
<td>0.11</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>ST-NZ Inlet Removable pipe</td>
<td>2.2</td>
<td>0.04</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>ST-NZ</td>
<td></td>
<td>0.06</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>QT</td>
<td></td>
<td>1.20</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>EMP</td>
<td></td>
<td>0.52</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>HX</td>
<td></td>
<td>4.10</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>DT</td>
<td></td>
<td>9 *</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Total</td>
<td></td>
<td>7.4</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 2. Heat structures within the Test Cell.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Description</th>
<th>Material</th>
<th>Equivalent Thickness [m]</th>
<th>Surface [m²]</th>
<th>Initial Temperature [K]</th>
<th>Nuclear Heating [W]</th>
<th>Decay Heat [W]</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Liner Floor (HS80001)</td>
<td>Stainless Steel</td>
<td>0.008</td>
<td>8.4</td>
<td>283.15</td>
<td>373.0</td>
<td>8.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Bioshield Floor</td>
<td>Concrete</td>
<td>2.0</td>
<td>8.4</td>
<td>313.0</td>
<td>3701.0</td>
<td>74.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Liner Wall downstream beam</td>
<td>Stainless Steel</td>
<td>0.008</td>
<td>33.1</td>
<td>283.15</td>
<td>4308.0</td>
<td>86.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Liner Wall upstream beam</td>
<td>Stainless Steel</td>
<td>0.008</td>
<td>45.8</td>
<td>283.15</td>
<td>2532.0</td>
<td>50.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Bioshield wall downstream beam</td>
<td>Concrete</td>
<td>1.0</td>
<td>33.1</td>
<td>293.15</td>
<td>56.0</td>
<td>1123.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Bioshield wall upstream beam</td>
<td>Concrete</td>
<td>1.0</td>
<td>45.8</td>
<td>322.15</td>
<td>27.0</td>
<td>546.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>LSP Cladding</td>
<td>Stainless Steel</td>
<td>0.008</td>
<td>11.2</td>
<td>333.0</td>
<td>500.0</td>
<td>40.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>HFTM</td>
<td>Eurofer</td>
<td>0.11</td>
<td>1.15</td>
<td>349.0</td>
<td>1085.0</td>
<td>22.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Backplate</td>
<td>Eurofer</td>
<td>0.03</td>
<td>523.0</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Qt Support</td>
<td>Stainless Steel</td>
<td>0.01</td>
<td>3.51</td>
<td>353.0</td>
<td>400.0</td>
<td>32.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Tc Support</td>
<td>Stainless Steel</td>
<td>0.01</td>
<td>14.482</td>
<td></td>
<td>1448.0</td>
<td>116.0</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

2.3.2. Nodalization of TC Walls Water Cooling Loop

A second MELCOR model was implemented for the TC-WCS loop using water as a working fluid. Figure 4 shows the adopted nodalization for the TC/TC-WCS model, heat structures, and heat transfer phenomena. Table 3 reports control volume data. Liner and bio shield walls are cooled by parallel branches. In particular, a main distributor manifold splits the nominal 25 kg/s water mass flow into 23.2 kg/s flow for the bio shield concrete walls cooling branch and the remaining 1.8 kg/s for the liner wall cooling branch. Such branches converge into a unique collector after two separate delay tank volumes allowing for activated water decay before entering HX. An HX removes about 109 kW power, of which 90 kW is from the bio shield and the remaining part from the liner. Water at the HX outlet is at 283.15 K and 0.6 MPa. A pump compensates for an estimated pressure drop of 4500 hPa along the loop. Cooling pipes volumes were provided with a 2-mm-stainless steel wall representing pipe walls with which the liner and concrete walls have conductive exchange.
Table 3. Control Volumes in the TC-WCS loop.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Description</th>
<th>CV</th>
<th>Pool P [Pa]</th>
<th>Pool Temperature [K]</th>
<th>Volume [m^3]</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Floor Liner cooling branch</td>
<td>880</td>
<td>3.50 × 10^5</td>
<td>3.50 × 10^5</td>
<td>4.5 × 10^-3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Downstream liner cooling branch</td>
<td>882</td>
<td>5.80 × 10^5</td>
<td>5.80 × 10^5</td>
<td>2.89 × 10^-2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Upstream liner cooling branch</td>
<td>884</td>
<td>4.00 × 10^5</td>
<td>4.00 × 10^5</td>
<td>3.85 × 10^-2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Main Collector</td>
<td>885</td>
<td>1.50 × 10^5</td>
<td>1.50 × 10^5</td>
<td>1.06</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Heat Exchanger</td>
<td>886</td>
<td>1.50 × 10^5</td>
<td>1.50 × 10^5</td>
<td>7.50</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pressurizer</td>
<td>887</td>
<td>1.50 × 10^5</td>
<td>1.50 × 10^5</td>
<td>1.40</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Balance volume</td>
<td>888</td>
<td>6.00 × 10^5</td>
<td>6.00 × 10^5</td>
<td>6.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Downstream Bioshield cooling branch</td>
<td>890</td>
<td>5.80 × 10^5</td>
<td>5.80 × 10^5</td>
<td>1.23 × 10^-1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Bioshield branch distributor</td>
<td>891</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>1.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Upstream Bioshield cooling branch</td>
<td>892</td>
<td>3.50 × 10^5</td>
<td>3.50 × 10^5</td>
<td>1.23 × 10^-1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Liner branch distributor</td>
<td>893</td>
<td>6.00 × 10^5</td>
<td>6.00 × 10^5</td>
<td>1.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Liner Cooling branch delay tank</td>
<td>894</td>
<td>1.50 × 10^5</td>
<td>1.50 × 10^5</td>
<td>1.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Concrete Cooling branch delay tank</td>
<td>895</td>
<td>1.50 × 10^5</td>
<td>1.50 × 10^5</td>
<td>1.00</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

2.3.3. Numerical Coupling of the Two Models

Several working fluids are available in the MELCOR 1.8.6 code; however, for a given problem, only one of these fluids can be used (together with non-condensable gases). Thus, obvious challenges have been encountered during the modeling phase of the DONES facility since both lithium and water coolants could not be used in a single run.

A possible solution is represented by the external coupling through a Python script of two separate MELCOR input decks, one working with lithium and the other one with water. The two models run concurrently, and information is exchanged between them. Figure 5 represents the approach implemented to couple the TC-LS and TC-WCS Melcor models.

![Figure 5. Scheme of numerical coupling between TC-LS and TC-WCS Melcor models.](image)

In the Python script, information regarding the heat exchange between the two fluids is collected. In each MELCOR input, a heat structure and two control volumes are present. One of the control volumes contains the working fluid, while the other is a time-dependent control volume that simulates the other fluid involved in the heat transfer. In this control volume, as previously described, the properties are specified as a function of time.

During each MELCOR run, the update on the exchanged heat flux is passed from one input to the other, reporting the new heat transfer coefficients and the new temperatures in the heat structure and in the time-dependent control volume, respectively. Indeed, the temperature of the time-dependent volume will be the temperature assumed by the fluid
of the other input at the previous time step. The exchange of information between the MELCOR inputs is obtained by writing in external files (External Data File or EDF) the variables of interest, i.e., temperatures and heat transfer coefficients in this case, after they have been saved in the Python script after a single run. Thus, the heat transfer coefficients are given as a type of boundary condition applied at the left or right boundary surface of the heat structure. In this case, a convective boundary condition is applied with the heat transfer coefficients specified by the Control Function in which the value is reported through the EDF. Instead, the temperatures are directly introduced into the time-dependent volumes directly through the EDF. To clarify this with an example referring to Figure 5 (left side), CV800\textsubscript{H2Oinput} is the time-dependent volume representing the CV containing lithium in the H2O input and the HS80001 heat structure simulating the liner, and the power transferred to HS80001 is equal to $Q = \text{HTC}_{\text{LiInput}} (T_{\text{LiInput}} - T_{\text{HS80001}}) A_{\text{HS80001}}$.

Note that the current design of liner wall cooling considers cooling coils welded to the liner surface. Therefore, cooling power is extracted by means of conduction between the coil pipe surface and liner surface. This was implemented in MELCOR (Figure 5) using a FUN1 function assuming a thermal conductivity $k_s = 10$ W/mK (order of SS316, accounting for thermal contact resistance) and a distance $dx$ over which the thermal gradient was calculated to be 8 mm.

The MELCOR execution maximum time step parameter “$dt$” was set to 0.1 s as a trade-off between the computational time and amount of power exchanged within each time step across heat structures by means of FUN1 functions. In fact, higher values of time steps have been observed to lead to numerical instabilities. The coupling $dt_{\text{coup}}$ for data extraction was then set accordingly.

Note that a 60,000 s stationary regime simulation period was considered to reach a steady-state for the TC-WCS loop before the PIE event in the TC-LS simulation. Numerical coupling starts at 60,000 s for the TC-WCS loop, 1000 s before PIE occurrence set at 61,000 s.

3. Results and Discussion

Model validation in the two cases was at first performed on the basis of selected parameters. For the main lithium loop, the adopted parameters were (i) Li temperature at target inlet 522.68 K (523 K nominal), (ii) Li mass flow rate 49.5 kg/s (49.8 kg/s nominal), (iii) Li level in QT 1.39 m (1.43 m nominal at steady state), and iv) Li temperature in QT at 546 K (546.7 K nominal). Concerning the TC-WCS cooling loop, it should be noted that its design stage is pre-conceptual and not detailed. Thus, the model validation during the stationary regime was performed on available dimensioning parameter expected values: (i) mass flow rate at distributors: 1.8 kg/s and 22.5 kg/s for liners and concrete distributors, respectively (in good agreement with nominal values reported in Section 2.3.2); (ii) liner temperatures (HS-80001, HS-80003, HS80004) within ±1% from nominal value of 283.15 K.

After model validation, a first assessment of the LTTC1 event in terms of released inventory and consequences on the TC atmosphere was performed. After a steady-state period with the loop fully active and beam operating, the PIE occurred at time $t = 1000$ s. A sensitivity analysis was performed on PIE detection sensors and the mitigation device. Note that for the considered PIE, detections upstream QT might result in late detection, since perturbation of the main LS loop parameters is firstly propagated to downstream QT. A selection of the main accident detection sensors considered to initiate the beam stop procedure is reported in Table 4.
Table 4. Accident detection.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Sensor</th>
<th>Triggering Condition</th>
<th>Time of Occurrence Since PIE [s]</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Target Vacuum Chamber Gas Pressure</td>
<td>TC_{pressure} $\geq$ 1 kPa (approx. $10 \times$ nominal pressure)</td>
<td>0.22</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pressure in TC</td>
<td>Increase 10% with respect to nominal</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Temperature in TC liner</td>
<td>Liner Floor Temperature $&gt; 393$ K (100 K over nominal)</td>
<td>13.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Quench Tank Li-Level</td>
<td>QT_{level} $\leq$ 0.715 m (50% nominal value)</td>
<td>21.9</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Given the goal of this simulation (i.e., to investigate the liner temperature rise and underlying cooling loop pressurization), the results from the case with a slower detection were conservatively considered.

Figure 6 shows the mass flow rate transient at PIE for selected flow paths judged relevant (break flow path, straightener inlet, and EMP outlet). Note that after EMP stop triggered by accident detection, the mass flow rate in the loop gradually decreases from the steady-state value (49.5 kg/s) until an inversion occurs due to relative elevations of EMP and the target (refer to Figure 2). This limits the released lithium mass inventory to about 729 kg (Figure 7), slightly more than the steady-state inventory within the QT (562 kg).

![Figure 6. Mass flow rate for selected flow paths for break (FL801), removable ST-NZ inlet (FL852), and EMP (FL350).](image1)

![Figure 7. Inventory in QT(CVH850) and released in TC (CVH800).](image2)
The pressure wave form of the TC containment after PIE is shown in Figure 8. The pressure peak reaches 33 kPa within 8 s, then starts a decreasing pattern within 100 s from PIE.

![Figure 8. Pressurization of TC after PIE.](image)

Figure 8 focuses on the temperatures on the liner floor and related cooling systems. Leaked lithium is released at a temperature of 546 K and then quickly cools down once in contact with the liner floor. In turn, the liner floor quickly passes from the 287 K temperature before PIE, to 463 K within 50 s, peaking at 472 K within 220 s. As a consequence, the underlying cooling pipe HS and water coolant reach 460 K.

![Figure 9. Liner floor, underlying water pipes, and water coolant temperature after PIE.](image)

Figure 9 shows that water within the liner floor cooling loop vaporizes after about 350 s, causing a temporary loss of coolant mass from the CV880 volume, as shown in Figure 11. The mentioned vaporization results in the pressurization pattern shown in Figure 12, though gradually absorbed by the loop within 500 s from PIE.
4. Conclusions

An analysis of the impact of a liquid lithium spillage event on room containment has been proposed. In particular, the purpose of this study was to investigate consequences on the water-cooled steel liner floor of the containment room with a possible breach of the
liner barrier enabling lithium to contact the underlying concrete or water itself in the case of cooling pipe rupture. Considering the impact of presented transients in terms of safety consequences, the TC pressurization does not appear to be a concern for the TC containment. In fact, despite the occurrence of water vaporization transient in the cooling loop under the floor liner, the reached pressure peak at about 1.14 MPa appears withstandable within the cooling pipe design pressure. Therefore, the break of cooling pipes and consequent release of water appear unlikely. Given the high temperature difference between released liquid lithium inventory (546 K) and liner temperature (287 K), the temperature rise has a steep pattern reaching more than 3 K/s temperature rise velocity. Future work shall investigate liner structural resistance to such thermal shock events [45–47], possibly leading to liner failure and lithium contacting the concrete. However, even in the case of such a concrete–lithium contact event, lithium at such an interface point would likely be in solid phase or below the minimal observed ignition point (453.15 K) [8], making a consequent fire event unlikely. Future work will also investigate model sensitivity [48] to specific parameters impacting the liner model as the interface point (e.g., thermal conductivity at the liner/cooling pipe contact point, cooling pipe exchange surface).
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Nomenclature

BP Back Plate
CV Control Volume
EMP Electromagnetic Pump
HEBT High Energy Beam Transport.
HFTM High Flux Test Module
HX Heat Exchanger
LEBT Low Energy Beam Transport
LS Lithium System
LSP Lower Shielding Plug
MEBT Medium Energy Beam Transport
QT Quench Tank
RFQ Radiofrequency Quadrupoles
SRF Superconducting Radiofrequency
ST-NZ Straightener Nozzle
STUMM Start-up Monitoring Module
TA Target Assembly
TC-WCS Test Cell Water Cooling System
TTC Target Test Cell
VC Vacuum Chamber